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Create a special memory that
your child will remember only
"you" for. The special Friday
afternoon treat from the corner
shop. Taking the dog to a special
park that only "you" take them
too. Baking some cupcakes or
cookies and being allowed to lick
the spoon! Create as many of
these types of activities as you
like and collectively it will form a
collage of happy memories.

Grow your favourite plant (a
sturdy one that is adaptable to
all types of weather conditions
is best) in the garden and when
you move take it with you. Our
family has some beautiful purple
Iris's that have been moved from
house to house by generation to
generation around NSW for over
100 years. It's a great special
memory!
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Choose a charity that is close to
your heart and get your children
involved to help raise some
money. They will have great fun
and feel proud to have helped
others as well as a special
memory of time you spent doing
something important together.

Get a map of Australia or the
World. Mark the places you have
been to already and make a list
of places you might like to visit.
Then as you plan your future
holidays you can look at your list
and decide where to go. In the
meantime you can research the
different destinations so you learn
about different places together!!
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Create a special Family Tree
that shows how everyone
relates to each other. You
could display new and old
photos and even write some
interesting information about
each person. The kids will not
only learn where they fit into
the family but how special and
different we all are!
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